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SUMMARY 

PROBLEM 

Prepare a review of the literature on drag reduction through the use of high-polymer 

additives. 

I RESULTS 

Recent developments on various aspects of polymer friction reduction in turbulent 
flow an» reviewed, with special emphasis on the areas where intensive work is currently 
under way. Detailed attention is paid to the topics of drag-reducing suspensions, heat trans- 
fer in polymer solutions, and the effect of polymers on cavitation, jets, and lift. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Navy should continue a strong interest in the hydrodynamics of polymer solutions 
in order to exploit the unusual properties of these fluids. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Polymer drag reduction, an effect which shows itself in reduced flow fnction 
when trace quantities of high-polymer substances are present in the flow, is easily 
demonstrated both in the laboratory and in the field. Many papers confirming and 
extending the details of the friction-reducing effect have appeared since the last 

major review (1) in 1972. 

These papers have filled in many gaps in our knowledge of polymer flow prop- 
erties, but much more remains to be learned. In particular, progress in the theoretical 
understanding of the mechanism of drag reduction has been very slow. 

As a historical note in the story of turbulent-flow drag reduction by polymer 
additives, the experience of Mysels and his students during World War II in pump- 
ing gasoline and gasoline with dissolved aluminum soaps has now been recounted 
(21 and firmly establishes Mysels as a pioneer in the drag-reduction field. 

I 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

PIPE FLOW 

In the last few years, pipe-flow work with polymer additives seems to have concentrated 
in four main areas: the study of new polymer-solvent pairs, which either add new insight to 
our knowledge or may be used in solving practical problems; the development of new flow- 
visualization techniques, which aid in understanding the change in flow processes when 
polymers are present; the study of pulsed flow of polymer solutions; and an intensive review 
of the breakdown or degradation of polymer molecules due to the stresses of turbulent flow 
in pipes. 

Before these topics are discussed, however, several important new results in the pipe 
flow of well-known polymers should be emphasized. The work of Tullis and his students (3) 
has extended our knowledge of drag reduction effectiveness to Reynolds numbers of 3 X 106 

in a 12-in. diameter, 200-ft-Iong steel pipe. Using polyethylene oxide), Tullis showed (fig- 
ure 1) how the drag reduction varies from the point of initial injection of the polymer near 
the wall of the pipe to the more thoroughly mixed region at the end of the pipe. Initially, 
drag reductions of 80 % or more are achieved. 

Kelkar and Mashelkar [41 showed that drag reduction occurs in helically coiled tubes 
as well as in straight pipes, and Rubin and Elata [51 found that drag reduction is possible in 
an annular pipe. It has also been found [61 that two-phase (gas-liquid) flows reduce friction 
when high polymers are added to the liquid phase; thus almost every pipe-flow geometry has 
been shown to produce drag reduction with polymer. 

New Polymer-Solvent Pairs 

Parker, and Hedley [71 studied a polyacrylic acid of 20 X 106 molecular weight and found 
remarkable drag reduction performance at a pH of 6 to 8. As shown in figure 2, a lowering 
of the pH to 2.2 greatly reduced the drag reduction, showing the important effect of pH in 
controlling the molecular extension and thus the drag reduction. At the most extended 
condition (pH = 8.2) the polyacrylic acid was a more effective drag-reducing agent than 
poIy(ethylene oxide), both on a weight and molarity basis. In addition to pH, the temp- 
erature is a parameter in the effectiveness of some drag-reducing polymers, for example, 
polyacrylamide. Pike [81 found that while the pipe flow of polyethylene oxide) solutions 
was unaffected by reduction of the fluid temperature to 3 0C from an ambient of about 
14 0C, two types of polyacrylamide gave only about half the drag reduction observed at the 
higher temperature. Other polyacrylamides have shown less temperature sensitivity [91. 
Modifications to the polyacrylamide molerule to achieve better drag reduction performance 
also were described (10,111. 

Extensive experimental investigations of algal, bacterial and plant polysaccharides as 
friction-reducing agents were reported [121; a linseed-gum extract gave approximately the 
rame friction-reduan« performance as the well-known guar gum, and an algal polysaccharide 
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gave more friction reduction, after being subjected to strong shear, than polyacrylamide. 
Other rather exotic friction-reducing materials can be found listed in a catalog of drag- 
reduction effectiveness (131. 

Zakin and Chiang [14] found that a non-ionic surfactant complexed with sodium salts 
was a good drag-reduction material, even at very high sheai stresses, while aluminum disoaps 
in toluene show excellent performance in reducing friction, especially in the presence of 
small amounts of water, but are unstable and lose their effectiveness after a few days' 
storage [IS]. 

Perhaps the most interesting work has been with solutions of polystyrene in toluene 
and other solvents. A rather high molecular weight is necessary for friction reduction with 
polystyrene (because of the bulky side chains) and molecular weights 2 X 106 or more are 
needed to demonstrate the effect [16]. Since the polystyrene molecule has been rather well 
studied, and because it can be prepared and characterized easily, work using this polymer 
may lead to important insights as to the mode of action of drag-reducing macromolecules. 

Finally, the ultimate use of water-soluble polymers in industrial, commercial, or 
government activity may depend on the acceptance from a pollution standpoint of these 
materials in rivers, lakes and oceans. It is reassuring to note from Wade [17] that polyethyl- 
ene oxide) and polyacrylamide were found to be completely innocuous to marine algae, 
bacteria, and animals at concentrations far greater than ever expected to be found in the 
environment. 

Flow Visualization and Measurement 

The possibility of polymer solution measurement errors with pitot tubes were reem- 
phasized [18] as were the problems with piezoelectric probes [19], and hence workers 
turned to flow visualization and measurement techniques that avoid a probe in the flow in 
order to obtain quantitative measurements. Dyes, electrochemical phenomena, gas bubbles, 
tracer particles, and the laser-doppler anemometer were explored as possible means of 
showing changes in flow structure when polymers are introduced into the flow. 

One of the most interesting studies was that of Donohue, et al. [20]. When dye is in- 
troduced into the viscous sublayer of a turbulent flow, the initially smooth and uniform 
layer of dye is soon formed into longitudinal streaks corresponding to lower-velocity areas 
in the flow near the wall. The non-dimensionalized spacing of these streaks is roughly 
constant for low-speed water flow, but when polymers are present in the flow, the streak 
spacing is greatly increased, as shown in figure 3. In addition, and more importantly, the 
low-speed stnaks periodically lift away from the wall into the buffer region, where they 
oscillate and then bunt violently away from the wall region. These bursts can also be 
visualized by the dye technique, and as shown in figure 4, the number of bursts is reduced 
by as much as 70 % when polymers are present in the flow. Thus a tentative explanation 
of the mechanism of drag reduction is implied by this visual experiment, but of course the 
reason for this behavior is still largely unknown. Even laiger increases in the streak spacing 
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were reported by Fortuna and Hanratty [211 and Eckelman, et al. (22], in this case using an 

electrochemical technique. 

Observations of bubbles in the How can be used to derive velocity profiles, either by 
study of pulsed bubbles using a hydrogen-generating wire in the flow, or by a stroboscopic 
light ng technique. White [23], using the hydrogen bubble technique, obtained velocty pro- 
fHes for a complex soap under conditions of maximum drag reduction^ These profiles re^mble 
laminar-flow profiles more than the blunt profile typical of turbulentnow- R0»1" *nd

f;*
y* 

1241 using stroboscopic light to illuminate air bubbles and form traces on film, mdicate that 
the velocity profiles for a dilute (0.01 %) solution of polyacrylamide are flatter than a water 
profile, but as the concentration is increased to 0.10 % the profile becomes more laminar- 
like. Gebel and Reitzer (25) used a small-particle tracer and a photographic technique to 
study the flow around a circular cylinder with and without guargum in the flow. 

Using another visualization technique, that of a dye compound dissolved in the flowing 
fluid which changes color when illuminated with a flash of light, Arunachalam, et al. (261, 
produced streak photographs, which show that weakly drag-reducing solutions produce a 
thickened boundary layer and a blunt profile; a strongly drag-reducing solution shows a very 

laminar-like profile. 

This general trend seems to be confirmed by measurements using laser-doppler veloci- 
meters. In this technique, small particles moving with the local flow are illuminated by laser 
light and the doppler shift of the scattered or reflected light from the moving particles is 
measured by sophisticated instrumentation. Data from Rudd (27,28] and Chung and 
Gracbel (29] all seem to agree that in general, good drag-reducing polymer solutions have a 
velocity profile more blunt than does the pure solvent, but tend to become more laminar- 
like as the polymer concentration is increased above optimum levels. A Reynolds number 
effect is also present, making the generalization rather a rough one. 

The most recent laser-doppler data on polymer solutions are those of Reischman (30). 
His data indicate the velocity profile is affected not only by the amount of drag reduction 
and the Reynolds number but also the type of polymer used; polyacrylamide profiles seem 
to have a different shape than those of polyethylene oxide), for example. Reischman s 
near-wall turbulent intensity data are of interest also, since he to™**™**™"?"™™ 
in turbulent intensity near the wall when polymers are present than did both Rudd [281 ana 
Logan (31]. The plot of his data (figure 5) shows a large difference in intensity compared 
with that of Rudd; a partial explanation could be that Rudd (also Logan) used square pipes 
possibly subject to secondary flows, while Reischman used a high aspect-ratio rectangular 
duct. However, Kumor and Sylvester (32), using a flat plate, appear to confirm Rudd s 
values. Clearly the elucidation of the details of the near-wall changes in the flow when 
polymers are present is an area of research requiring much more effort. 

Pulsed Flow 

The interest in pulsatile flow of drag-reducing polymers stems from the possibility of 
their use in the body as therapy to lower the flow resistance in cases of restricted or blocked 
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arterial vessels, and from the recent discovery tha» friction reduction can be achieved in pulsed 
laminar flows of polymer solutions. 

As shown in figure 6, Voitkounsky, et al. (33], demonstrated that pulsating laminar 
flows of polymer solutions can reduce friction. The greatest amount of friction reduction 
corresponds to optimal relaxation properties of the polymer. This notable result indicates 
that polymers can be effective in any flow in which there is a finite rate of change of strain 
with time. Recent theoretical work [34,35] provides a firm basis for the observed drag re- 
duction in pulsed laminar flow. 

The idea of using drag-reducing additives in the blood stream to aid cases of heart disease 
or atherosclerosis by reducing the pumping power required seems attractive (361 • Among 
the most promising polymers is the natural polysaccharide okra [37], which has the advantage 
of good compatibility with blood, having been used as a blood plasma substitute. In pulsile 
flow, okra gives a good friction-reduction effect, extending to Reynolds numbers below the 
normal transition for Newtonian fluids [381 • The pressure drop across artificial heart valves 
was also greatly reduced by okra solutions [39]. 

Pulsed flow studies of polymers in blood [40] and other fluids [41] indicate that sizable 
drag reductions are obtainable, and it is clear that work in this area may lead to important 
medical applications of drag-reducing polymers. 

Turbulent Diffusion 

A surprising amount of recent work has been devoted to the topic of diffusion of poly- 
mer molecules through the boundary layer, as would be the case when polymers are injected 
into the flow for dtag reduction. Also there has been much work on polymer diffusion 
through bulk liquids. 

The turbulent diffusion is greatly reduced by polymer additives, in pipe flow [42], on 
a flat plate [43,44], and in bulk hquid [45]. However the dispersion (i.e., the rate at which 

tracer is convectcd downstream) is increased in pipe-flow [46] as well as in an open channel 
,47] when polymers are present. 

Polymer Degradation 

Kenis [48] was able to show, by repeated passes through a small pipe-flow apparatus, 
that some highly effective drag-reducing polymers appear to break up or degrade with 
mechanical shear and thus lose their effectiveness. Other polymeis having initially poorer 
performance, but less subject to degradation, could be more effective in long-term shear 
applications. Figure 7 shows the type of data Kenis obtained. Subsequent investigations 
[49-54] have characterized various drag-reducing polymers in essentially the same way. 
Wade and Kumar [55] collected samples after each pass of polyacryamide through a small 
pipe-flow apparatus and examined the apparent molecular size distribution using an 3lectron 
microscope. Analysis indicated that the average molecular weight fell from about 7 X 106 
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before the test to about 106 after 10 passes through the pipe, the larger molecules being 
most subject to shear. In another degradation study. Kumor and Sylvester [32] show how 
the near-wall velocity profiles change with degradation. 

ROTATING DISKS 

A disk rotating in drag-reducing fluid is a convenient experimental technique to demon- 
strate the reduction of friction, and to evaluate various polymer parameters. It is the simplest 
expt rimental arrangement of an external flow. Recent progress has been made in this field 
in the areas of evaluating new polymers, strengthening the theory of disk flows in friction- 
reducing solutions, adopting electrochemical techniques, and the use of a rotating disk as a 
degradation evaluation instrument. 

Experimental Studies 

Kato,et al.,{56| made a thorough study of an enclosed disk rotating in various molecular 
weights and concentrations of poly(ethylene oxide). They also evaluated the streamlines 
around the enclosed disk under different conditions by cementing threads to the disk and 
using stroboscopic photography. The streamlines around an open disk were studied by 
Bilger [57], who made streak lines by painting the disk with a thin layer of carbon black and 
oil. Bilgen showed hew the streak spacing and flow angles are greatly increased in polymer 
solutions as compared with pure water. 

Bilgen has also studied polymer flow around an enclosed disk [58], a disk simulating a 
seal adjacent to a fixed surface [59], and the flow between concentric cylinders [60]. Other 
recent experimental papers dealing with rotating disks are those of Peyser and Little [61], 
who studied the effect of different types of solvent on drag reduction achieved with poly- 
styrene (a good solvent gives more drag reduction than does a poorer one), and the work of 
Kale, et al.;[62] who found that rather concentrated polyacrylamide solutions(0.5-2%) 
give a lower drag in laminar disk flow than does a Newtonian liquid. 

Theory 

Important contributions to the theory of a disk rotating in dilute polymer solutions 
were made by Tomita and Mochimaru [63], Bilgen and Vasseur [58], and especially by 
Granville [64]. Figure 8 shows how Granville's theoretical prediction of the maximum drag 
reduction in polymer solutions compares with available test data. Bilgcn's analysis yields a 
simpler formula: 

k)T1 = 0.360 Re"0359 

which also approximates the data fairly well. 

Correlations of drag reduction data for rotating disks were made by Peyser and Little 
[61] and Mashelkar [65]. These correlations are based upon the demonstration that the 
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friction factor should be a function of both the Reynolds number and the Deborah number 
(ratio of some characteristic relaxation time of the fluid to some characteristic flow or process 
time). It would be interesting to attempt such a correlation, using the full range of rotating 
disk data available in the literature (I ]. A similar type of correlation for pipe flow is given 
by Wang [66). 

Electrochemical Techniques 

Hanratty and his students (67) pioneered in the use of electrochemical techniques in 
the study of drag-reduction in pipe flow. Another pipe-flow study is that of Sidahmed and 
Griskey (68). The use of rotating disks in laminar non-Newtonian fluids also were studied 
[69], but only recently was a technique worked out [701 that may be applicable to the tur- 
bulent flow of dilute drag-reducing fluids. 

Recently Deslouis, et al., [711 showed how drag reduction leads to a reduction of the 
limiting diffusion current in an electrochemical reaction. By using an annular ring electrode 
buried in the surface of an insulated disk, the local friction in a narrow annulus of the disk 
can be measured, rather than the integrated drag as is usual in hydrodynamic techniques. 
Initial tests [711 show that drag reductions of 50 % or over can be inferred from the diffusion 
flux measurements in turbulent disk flow with 4-ppm poly(ethylene oxide) in the electrolyte 
fluid. This new technique offers considerable promise in the study of the details of the flow 
over a rotating disk in polymer solutions. 

Degradation Studies 

Gold (721 used a rotating disk apparatus to show the degradation, with prolonged shear, 
of dilute polymer solutions. An interesting aspect of the work was the finding that relatively 
concentrated solutions (1 %) of polyethylene oxide) could be sheared so as to reduce their 
viscosity by over 50 %, but this viscosity reduction had no effect on the subsequent drag re- 
duction when the concentrated solutions were diluted to a few parts per million. Figure 9 
shows a typical result. The work is of interest in that there seems to be a different mode of 
action in viscosity-reduction in concentrated polymer solutions as compared with friction- 
reduction lowering in dilute solutions, when both are subjected to intense shear forces. The 
polyacry lam ides have been shown to be much more stable to prolonged shear than polyeth- 
ylene oxide). Abdel-Alim and Hamielec [73] studied polyacrylamide degradation in a con- 
centric cylinder viscometer, and used gel-permeation chromotography to show how the 
degradation occurs principally in the highest molecular weight components of the polymer 
material. 

FLAT PLATES 

If polymer drag reduction is to be used in reducing the drag of ships, it will be necessary 
to have a firm grip on theory and experiment so that performance can be predicted in advance. 
Retxnt papers in this area attest to our growing capability in this regard. 
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Fruman and Tulin [741 tested a IO-ft-long plate with a polymer ejection slot near the 
leading edge. The tests were conducted at a Reynolds number of 3.5 X 107, and show (fig- 
ure 10) that drag reductions of over 50 % are readily obtained with ejected polymer, if the 
ejected concentrations are not so high that a viscous effect occurs. Wu and Tulin [75] show 
how, on a shorter plate (21 in. long) polymer ejection just sufficient to fill the viscou«. sub- 
layer results in very appreciable friction reduction, thus confirming again that the near-wall 
region is the site of the friction-reduction mechanism. Kumor and Sylvester [321 give excel- 
lent laser-doppler velocimeter data for boundary-layer flow on a flat plate with and without 
polymer. 

The theoretical maximum drag reduction for a flat plate predicted by Granville [76] 
found theoretical confirmation both in the more elegant technique of Landweber and 
Poreh [77] and the simplified approach of McCarthy [78]. 

Calculations by Poreh and his students [79,80] indicate that the three-zone model of 
the polymer-filled boundary layer proposed by Virk [81] may be an oversimplification. 
Virk suggested three regions in the boundary layer: a viscous sublayer; an elastic tone cor 
responding to the maximum possible drag reduction; and an outer logarithmic zone. Poreh 
shows how a boundary-layer model based upon a "mixing length" accounts more satisfac- 
torily for data in the buffer or elastic zone; for the flat-plate case the calculations fit the 
data of Kumor and Sylvester [32] very well indeed. A similar analysis for power-law fluids 
was given by Hecht [82]. Additional refinements of the boundary-layer model can be ex- 
pected as better data become available. 

THEORIES OF DRAG REDUCTION 

Two comprehensive reviews of the status of drag reduction theories appeared recently. 
A review by Landahl [83] focuses on the fluid dynamics of turbulent flow and how polymer 
molecules might change the production of turbulence by making the flow more stable. 
Using as a model elongated particles aligned in the mean-flow direction, Landahl shows how 
the stream-wise strain could be reduced and thus cause diminished production of turbulent 
bursts. The evidence for such elongated polymer molecules in the actual flow, however, is 
not at hand. 

Lumley's review [84] centers on the turbulence aspects of polymer flow and how the 
expansion of random coils of the polymer molecule can reduce the drag. Lumley suggests 
that the expanded molecular coils decrease the intensity of small eddies; the larger eddies 
expand and produce an increased stream-wi^e fluctuating velocity, conforming to the ob- 
served laser-doppler measurements. 

The trend in the explanation of drag reduction [85-88] centers on the observation that 
the elongational viscosity (i.e., resistance to stretching) of polymer solutions is very high, 
while the viscosity measured in the usual way is only nominally changed by the presence of 
small amounts of polymer. The general concept is that this resistance to stretching inter- 
feres with the production of turbulent bursts. This general approach seems to have a high 
probability for success, since the high elongational viscosity of polymer solutions is easily 
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demonstrated both analytically and physically, and flow visualization studies have shown 
the actual reduction of the turbulent bursts in a flowing polymer drag-reducing system. 

Other theoretical approaches includes those of ^ohn (35] who computed the energy 
storage capability of polymer molecules and used this with reasonable success to predict the 
onset of drag reduction in turbulent flow; the Russian work on aggregates or clusters of drag- 
reducing polymers, and how these aggregates could affect drag reduction [89,90]; the transi- 
tion stability of polymer solutions [91,92]; and finally, the transition stability of external 
flows [93]. 

The explanation of the mechanism of drag reduction still remains the most difficult 
area of polymer-flow phenomena. 

SPECIALIZED TOPICS 

In this section several rather diverse topics, which may eventually shed light on the 
mechanism of the drag-reduction effect or add to our general knowledge of fluid mechanics, 
are discussed with emphasis on recent papers. 

SUSPENSIONS 

The study of the flow of drag-reducing suspensions may lead to further insight into the 
mechanism of polymer-friction reduction, since properly shaped fiber suspensions m iv 
model, on a giant scale, the action of polymer molecules in a given flow situation. A rather 
thorough survey [941 covere the literature through 1971 on the viscosity, viscoelastic, and 
laminar-flow properties of suspensions. The drag-reducing, turbulent-flow aspects of sus- 
pensions are reviewed in [951 • 

The experimental work reported in [951 shows that several types of asbestos fibers, 
when properly dispersed in water using a strong surfactant, give excellent drag reductions 
as shown in figure 11. The asbestos fibrils are extremely long as revealed by photomicro- 
graphs (figure 12). Electron micrographs reveal an even finer structure [96]. The study of 
asbestos fibers as drag-reducing agents was stimulated by the work of Ellis [971, who pre- 
pared well-dispersed suspensions and noted high drag-reductions. Since then Peyser [96] and 
Lee, et al. [98], also confirmed the drag-reducing effectiveness of this material. Sok-tion 
preparation is the key to good drag-reductiun performance, however, since van Driest [99] 
was unable to show drag reduction in his asbestos suspensions. New methods of opening the 
asbestos fibrils were reported [100], and these techniques should be explored to study their 
effect on asbestos suspensions from the drag-reduction standpoint. 

Mixtures of drag-reducing polymers and drag-reducing fibers have been studied, with 
somewhat conflicting results. Bilgen and Boulos [101] showed that under some conditions, 
mixtures of guar gum and wood pulp give a slight enhancement of the drag-reduction 
effect, but Lee, et al., [98] reported spectacular friction reduction (89 %) in mixtures of 
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asbestos and polyacrylamide, and suggested that the drag-reducing effects of polymer and 
fiber were different and additive. This clearly is an area where intensive study is indicated. 
It seems from flow studies [102] that the fibers orient themselves with the flow streamlines 

when in polymer solutions. 

The action of polymer solutions on non-drag-reducing suspensions (103,104] is to re- 
duce the drag in about the same proportion as would the same amount of polymer in water 
alone. Thus Kato, et al., (105) show a large reduction in frictional resistance of a 25 % flyash 
slurry when 25 ppm of polyethylene oxide) is added. Similar results were reported (106] 
with gravel and polyacryamide solutions. 

Suspensions of nylon fibers [107), milling yellow (1081, and wood pulp (109] were 
shown to be drag-reducing compared to water. Moan and Wolff [110] conclude from vis- 
cosity measurements that some polymers (i.e., carboxymethylcellulose) behave in solution 
like suspensions of rigid particles. Thus the action of some polymers and suspensions may 
actually be similar, a point suggested from the theoretical standpoint by McComb [1111 

The large friction reductions available through the use of particle suspensions in liquids 
make it certain that industrial utilization of the effect will eventually assume an important 
role. Since particulate matter can easily be added (and more importantly, be removed) from 
flowing systems, and the problem of degradation or loss of effectiveness so prevalent in poly- 
mer friction-reducing additives seems of no concern with rigid particles, the way appears 
clear to capitalize on applications of the effect. A complete understanding of the fluid dy- 
namics involved in particle-suspension flow, however, still seems remote. 

HEATTRANSFER 

Closely related to friction reduction is the topic of heat transfer in polymer solutions. 
Heat tranSsfer data may shed additional light on the complex phenomena occurring in the 
flow of drag-reducing fluids. No adequate review of the background in this area is available 
and hence a brief mention of earlier work seems valuable before discussing the current papers. 

The heat-transfer measurements of Pruitt, et al., (112) appear 10 be the earliest as well 
as the most comprehensive. The heat-transfer coefficients for polyacrylamide and carboxy- 
methylcellulose were measured in a l/2-in.-I.D. aluminum pipe with 1/8-in.-thick walls, at 
various flow rates. They found the heat transfer coefficient to be greatly depressed by the 
presence of macromolecules. This could be expected on the basis of the thickened sublayer 
and diminished turbulence intensity that previously was shown to play an important role in 

the flow of polymer solutions. 

Wells (113] and Poreh and Paz (114] further analyzed the data of Pruitt, et al., to cast 
the results into a form more amenable for production. 

Poreh and Paz were able to correlate within ±20 % not only all the data on Pruitt, et al., 
but also additional guar data of their own, and data on a different polyacrylamide from the 
thesisofGupta (115,116). 
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From a further analysis of Wells' work, D. A. White (117| concludes that adding poly- 
mers to a solvent always gives a reduction of heat transfer, even though the fluid velocity 
may be increased due to friction reduction. 

Additional experimental data [118] is available forguar solutions in a 0.92-in.-I.D. pipe. 
The reduction in heat transfer when high-polymer substances are pn sent in the fluid was 
found to be even larger than the reduction in friction coefficient - another indication of the 
powerful change in fluid properties produced by macromolecules. 

The papers both of Wells and of Poreh and Paz note that the laminar heat transfer in 
these dilute polymer solutions is the same as water, as would be expected since the frictional 
properties would be unchanged from the solvent in laminar flow. 

Marrucci and Astarita [119] presented additional heat transfer data in a different form. 
Using the polyacrylamide ET 597 at 600 ppm, they found the reduction in heat transfer 
compared with water to be lower than predicted by the Colburn relationship often used with 
Newtonian fluids. The Colburn "j" is: 

jq=^ = (St)(Pr)2/3 

Marrucci and Astarita found that (St)(Prr'3 was significantly lower than f/2 for this strongly 
friction-reducing fluid. These data were taken in a 12-cm-l.D. pipe. Thus it was found that 
the reduction in heat transfer accompanying friction-reduction flow is an important charac- 
teristic of polymer solutions. 

Later it was found that the Colburn analogy, jq= f/2, could be applied, provided a 
Reynolds number shift is made that essentially matches the onset Reynolds number for fric- 
tion reduction with the "onset" Reynolds number for heat-transfer reduction. The difference 
in these Rt ynolds numbers was a factor of about 3 for poly(ethylene oxide); onset of the heat 
transfer occurring later. 

However, Smith, et al., [120] also found it possible to use the Colburn analo y in their 
study of heat-transfer to poly(ethylene oxide) solutions. In the laminar flow regime, no 
difference was observed from ordinary Newtonian fluid heat-transfer characteristics for the 
polymer solutions. For turbulent flow the following relationships we-e found: 

Maximum friction reduction: f/2 = 0.21 Re'"'54 

Maximum heat-transfer reduction: (St)(Pr)0-6 = 0.184 Re'054 

Thus it appears that, for the maximum conditions of friction- and heat-transfer-reduction 
due to polymer additives, the Colburn analogy is a useful relationship. 
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In the case of very rough pipe, A. White (121) found that poly(ethylene oxide) solu- 
tions again produce a reduction in heat transfer, this reduction becoming more pronounced 
as the Reynolds number is increased. White showed that with the polyethylene oxide) less 
heat is carried away by a greater flow of solution than a lesser flow. Evidently much more 
work will be needed for a full understanding of these effects, since White asserts that guar 
gum solutions give similar results to water in the roughened pipe. 

Further analyses of the heat-transfer/drag-reduction case were done by Meek and Baer 
(1221, Rubin (123], and Hughmark [124]. Additional heat-transfer data are given in 
[125-1271. The most comprehensive study to date is that of Debrule (128], who measured 
both drag reduction and heat transfer in a series of smooth and well-characterized rough 
pipes. Debrule found drag reductions as high as 73 % in smooth tubes, and 83 % ir rough 
tubes, with poly(ethylene oxide). This friction reduction was accompanied by an even 
larger decrease in heat transfer. The heat transfer in rough tubes is reduced so drastically 
(figure 13) that in some ranges the heat-transfer coefficients with poly(ethylene oxide) 
appears to be lower in rough tubes than in smooth tubes. 

The tremendous reduction of heat transfer accompanying the reduction of friction by 
polyethylene oxide) and other polymers may suggest their ase in specialized applications 
such as the pipeline transport of oil through cold areas, where good friction reduction and 
low heat loss would be an advantage. 

NOISE 

Another manifestation of the changed flow characteristics of polymer solutions com- 
pared with water is the change in radiated noise from the boundary layer when polymers 
are present. This type of measurement might give an indication that the turbulent intensities 
are diminished in drag-reduced flows. The experimental technique required, and the sophis- 
tication of the noise measurements and the data processing make this a difficult field in 
which to work. Recently, however, several important studies in this area have been reported. 

Killen [129] measured the radiated noise from a rotating, rough-surface cylinder in a 
large water tank with and without polymer, and found that the radiated flow noise was re- 
duced approximately 10 dB when 100 ppm of poIy(ethylene oxide) was added to the tank. 
Brady [130) performed a similar experiment and also noted a reduction of 10 dB or more 
radiated noise with polymer addition. 

An even more sophisticated experiment by Barker 1131) used a rotating spiral of sheet 
steel, iirranged to give a continuously renewing boundary layer on the surface of the plate. 
Both the fluctuating wall-pressures and the noise radiated from the boundary layer were 
measured. The wall-pressure spectra were reduced about 9 dB in the higher frequencies, and 
the radiated noise was also reduced a similar amount. As shown in figure 14, above 1 kHz a 
substantial reduction in radiated flow noise occurs when 100-ppm polyethylene oxide) is 
introduced into the flow. Barker suggests that these results are another indication of the 
suppression of turbulent bursts in the boundary layer. Additional work in this area is certain 
to increase our insight as to the mechanisms at play in the flow of polymer fluids. 
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CAVITATION 

Still another aspect of polymer flow is the discovery that drag-reducing macromolecules 
inhibit the mception of cavitation in a given flow situation. Cavitation .s the sudden forma- 
tion of vapor bubbles in the fluid, analogous to boiling. 

Ellis (132,133] conducted a series of experiments to explore the effect of high-polymer 

substances on both cavitation inception and appearance. 

Cavitation inception was studied on a hemisphere-nosed cylindrical body in a flow-down 
water tunnel. Using a 0.635.cm<liametör stainless steel test body, the incepfon of cav.tat.on 
was detected in two ways. A laser beam was adjusted to just graze the surface of the hem.- 
sohere nose in the region where cavitation first appears. Light scattered by the cav.tat.on 
btbles was detected'by a photocell sensing light at about 90° from the 'aser^am d.^ct.on. 
This method of cavitation detection was checked by acoustic observat.on, and extremely 

close agreement was obtained. 

Tests were made with water (passed through an 0.4^ filter), 50- and 100-ppm polyethy- 
lene oxide), and a suspension of alga, Porphyrklium aerugineum. 

All tests were made with water containing the same amount of dissolved air, at 17-ppm. 

The cavitation inception index, aj, is defined by 

Pj-Py 
0i"i727vI 

where Pj is the static pressure at cavitation inception, Py the vapor pressure of water, p the 

water density and V the flow velocity. 

The following inception data were obtained (averages of 4 runs): 

Water 

Tunnel Velocity     Inception Cavitation 
(m/s) Index 

12.55 0.73 
20-ppm polyethylene oxide) 13.40 0.50 
50-ppm polyethylene oxide) 14.18 0.39 
100-ppm polyethylene oxide) 13.70 0.41 

Algae 12.88 0.66 

Thus, it can be seen that the polymer content of the water has a lai«e effect on the 
cavitation inception point. This may be a factor in explaining the lanje ^'^Z^ 
tion index found in tests of the same body shape in water tunnels throughou the world 
[134], since unknown amounts of algal or bacterial polymer might be present in the water. 
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The initial appearance of the cavitation bubble is also changed by the presence of dis- 
solved high polymer. There also seems to be a noticeable difference (135) in the appearance 
of steady-state cavities in flows containing high-polymer solutions compared with observa- 
tions at the same cavitation index in pure water. The polymer solution cavity is more striated, 
and appears to collapse less violently than the water cavity; high frequency-response pressure 
measurements confirm the diminishing of the intensity of fluctuations. Thus, a change in 
external appearance of cavitation may be expected when known (or unknown) contamination 
of the water tunnel by high-polymer substances occurs. 

The changed appearance of cavities in polymer fluid flow as compared with pure water 
is beautifully shown by the photographs of Brennen (136], who studied the flow over cavi- 
tating hemispherical head shapes. Brennen found that all polymers tested (poly(ethylene 
oxide), guar, polyacrylamide, and CTAB-napthol) had pronounced effects on cavity appear- 
ance. There is as yet no explanation for these changes in the flow behavior. 

Recent cavitation studies in polymer solutions centered on jet cavitation, cavitation 
inception on rotating disks and propellers, and water tunnel studies of hemispherically nosed 
shapes. Jet cavitation studies [137,138] show that the cavitation index can be reduced to 
half the previous value when small quantities of polyethylene oxide) are present in the flow; 
amounts as small as 112 ppm were detectable by this technique. Figure 15 shows the ob- 
served cavitation index as a function of polymer concentration; this effect is all the more 
remarkable when one considers that the surface tension is also drastically lowered by these 
polymers 

Walters (139) showed a similar lowering of cavitation inception index on a disk, and 
J. R. White 1140] found that the cavitation bubble production by a small propeller, observed 
by counting bubble collapses, was greatly reduced by 25 ppm or more . ^(ethylene oxide). 
Both Walters and White noted that the higher-frequency noise content f 5-15 khz) of the 
bubble collapse spectra was diminished. Under very intense cavitation, the polymer solution 
produced a higher level of radiated noise at high frequencies than water. Acoustically pro- 
duced cavitation inception was also retarded by the presence of polymer. 

van der Meulen [141] showed that cavitation inception on a hemispherical-nosed stain- 
less steel body in a water tunnel is greatly reduced by the presence of poly(ethylene oxide), 
while a teflon-coated body showed a much smaller effect. In other work, Huang (14^1 noted 
that the cavitation inception reduction with poly(ethylene oxide) was much smaller when a 
large {4-inch diameter) model was used in a water tunnel. No theoretical approach to cavita- 
tion in polymer solutions has been offered except briefly in a note by Lumley (1431. 

Cavitation in polymer solutions is a most fertile field for new advances in our study of 
macromolecular flow, since research may shed new light on the old problems of Newtonian 
fluid cavitation, and also since the potential applications of cavitation reduction are many. 

JET FLOW OF POLYMER SOLUTIONS 

The effort to secure a new approach to polymer solution properties in order to illumi- 
nate still another facet of the drag-reduction problem has led experimenters to several novel 
studies. Often these new approaches, rather than solving the original problem, created new 
questions. New fields for research thus have opened up at a rapid rate as the polymer solu- 
tion properties are further explored. This has been especially true for jets. 
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Striking chants occur in the visual appearance of a jet of water discharging into air 
when small amounts of a high polymer such as poly(ethylene ox.de) ate added to the now. 
This occurs in laminar, transitional, and turbulent jet flow. 

Fascinating photographs of the breakup of laminar-flow jets of water and polymer solu- 
tions we« taS by Shinnar and his students [144,145], and theoretical analyses were pub- 
iZdT^lUovrimmg that the addition of polymer destabilizes the lam.nar jet and 
«SLs it to break up earlierlhan the corresponding Newtonian case. S.m.lar earher mstab.h- 
ties occur in the transitional laminar-turbulent case [148]. 

More intensive work has been done on turbulentjets Jackley [1491 studied the >relocity 
distribution in a small jet of polyacrylamide discharged mo * ^nk f^ Th 
results of the experiment showed that the nondimensionalized velocity profile across tne jei 
was nÄuSS   that of water. He found, however that the pressure m the je tat 
TheMozSe centerline was less with polyacrylamide ^utions than w.h wa er and aUnbuted 
this to the polymer solution having less total momentum. D. A. White [150] penormeo an 
lost IS experiment using as polymer, hydroxyethyl ""»^ 
lene oxide). White found that while the polymers, guar, and hydroxyethyl te lulose gave ne 
«meClts for centerline pressure and velocity distribution as water **™^ ^^ 
for a 100-ppm solution of polyethylene oxide) was much lower than that of water. 

Pownall and Kiser have interpreted similar measurements [1511 as J"^^,,^^ 
expansion of synthetic polymer fluids as they leave the nozzle (i.e., he  die swell  effect) 
Due JoexpansL on leaving the nozzle, the centerline velocity is quickly ^uced compared 
to Newtonian fluids, and this result appears in the velocity survey measurement. The appwach 
of Powna 1 nd Kise explains the apparent anomaly of the measurements reported -n he 
Uterature. but "die swell" has never been seen in turbulent jets of viscoelastic liquids m air. 

Gadd [152.153] observed dyed fluid jets that were originally laminar but turned tur- 
bulent after leaving the nozzle. Gadd found large differences between the appearance of a 
^frZi^Ztirnni 30-ppm polyethylene oxide), each jet discha?ing into a ank 
of the same fluid Gadd's pictures indicate that the smaller turbulent eddies are not found in 

friction-reducing ability in turbulent pipe flow, had the same appearance in the jet expenments 
as water. 

Goren and Norbury [154] found that the velocity profiles of a ^"^^^ 
50-ppm polyethylene oxide) when discharging into water were identical to those ot a water 
j?et TheSogiiphs of A. White [1551 clearly show a marked difference between a 50-ppm 
Siy(ethytene oxide) jet (discharging into a polyethylene oxide) solution) compared with a 
Sr water jet dischaiging into water. Wu (1561 found that the appearance of a jet dis- 
cÄ into i"ater str?am flowing behind a turbulence grid was markedly changed when 
poly(ethylcne oxide) was added to the jet. 

Barker [1571 using a laser-doppler velocimeter, showed there is no discemable difference 
in gro«SS velocity, velocity profile, etc.) between water and poly(ethy- 
Kxide) solution jets dischaqjing under water. A small difference was ob=d usm g"a 
»lutions 1581. On the other hand, a large decrease in cavitation-mception P"X "Kion 
discharged under water was found when polymers were present in the fluid. Further, addition 
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of polymers seems to improve the ability of high-speed jets to act as cutting tools both in 
air [159] and underwater (160). Turbulent diffusion of heat is affected in polymer jets (161). 

Clearly the addition of polymers to turbulent fluid-jet discharges cause a change in the 
How as evidenced by photography and cavitation inception, but this change is almost unde- 
tectable with the usual flow instrumentation, which measures average properties of the flow. 
In order to shed more light on this problem, a special camera was developed for jet photog- 
raphy, and the jet appearance was recorded as a function of polymer concentration and of 
distance from nozzle. The results [162] show profound differences in the surface appearance 
of the jet as it is discharged from the nozzle, as it travels through the air. and as it breaks up 
into spray, when polymers are present in thf flow. 

Figure 16 shows photographs of jets of water and 200-ppm poly(ethylene oxide) as they 
leave the nozzle, discharging into air, and figure 17 shows the break-up of these jets. 

These interesting results make it imperative that further study be made of the nature of 
the turbulent-jrt boundary interactions when polymer molecules are present in the fluid. 
The large differences between polymers (and between experiments) make it clear that there 
is much to be learned by a more thorough study of the jet boundary interactions. Although 
it was first thought that the presence of a wall or fixed boundary was necessary for friction- 
reducing polymers to influence turbulent flow phenomena, it appears that for some polymers 
at least, this is not necessary. 

THE EFFECT OF POLYMERS ON LIFT 

An even more mystifying (more so than drag reduction itself) effect of dilute high- 
polymer solution flows is the possibility that the lift produced by hydrofoil sections can be 
reduced in such flows. Wu [1631 noted that the thrust of the impelle. of a small water 
tunnel seemed to decrease when polymer was present in the flow; after a given recirculation 
time the thrust returned to normal, which Wu attributed to degradation. The initial effect, 
inferred from .impeller thrust measurements, amounted to a few percent at 10-ppm poly- 
ethylene oxide), to 50% reduction with 500 ppm. 

Kowalski (164) tested a small propeller in a recirculating channel and found that the 
thrust was reduced slightly and the torque at a given speed increased, giving a net reduction 
in efficiency of about 5 %. 

A slightly clearer picture of what might be occurring is gained from the experiments of 
Kilian (165]. A transparent plastic propeller having a diameter of 22 cm was designed from 
an uncambered NACA 0009 airfoil profile so that there is no thrust produced by the pro- 
peller. Test data were taken on this "propeller" in 50- to 100-ppm polyethylene oxide) 
and in a 3% glycerine solution having the same viscosity as the polymer solutions. At low 
rotative speeds, tests in the polymer solution required more torque, but at higher speeds 
there was a small drag reduction. In contrast, a rotating disk of the same diameter showed 
a large drag reduction in polymer solutions. The reduced effectiveness of drag-reducing 
polymers on the propeller may be indicative of the viscoelastic stresses in the liquid at the 
leading and trailing edges of the hydrofoil. Kilian further showed that a very poor propeller 
became worse in polymer solutions [166]. 
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Tests on a cavitating hydrofoil showed a large reduction of lift with only 1 ppm of 
poly(ethylene oxide) present in th-? test water. Sarpkaya (167) also noted a reduction of 
lift on a NACA 0024 hydrofoil when 1 ppm of polyethylene oxide) was added to a small 
water tunnel. Kawada and Tagori (1681 also found a reduction in lift in polymer solutions, 
and proceeded by means of detailed pressure-distribution measurements and bubble-streak 
photographs, to show that the lift reduction is caused by leading-edge separation, followed 
by longitudinal vortices shed over the suction surface of the hydrofoil. Figure 18 shows 
some of the pressure distributions obtained by Kawada and Tagori, and figure 19 shows one 
of the bubble-streak photographs. 

By ejecting polymer solutions from slots in the suction and pressure surfaces on a small 
airfoil in a water tunnel, ' shman and Suessmann (1691 found that the lift could be either 
increased or decreased as > function of the test parameters. With no ejection, and using 
homogenous solutions of polyCethylene oxide) of up to 17 ppm in all the fluid of the water 
tunnel, Lehman and Suessmann found a slight (5 %) increase in lift and a large decrease in drag. 

The lift reduction found in the 'uboratory is surprising since no problems were noted in 
full-scale ship trials (170). Sanders and his students (171.1721 also found no effect of poly- 
mer on performance of a small propeller. Recent unpublished data (figure 20) taken in a 
large water tunnel at the Applied Research Laboratory at Pennsylvania State University also 
indicate the open water performance of a propeller is unaffected by polymer. However, a 
propeller designed to operate in the wake of a cylindrically shaped body did suffer about 
10 % performance degradation in polymer solutions. 

It can be expected that the lift problems in polymer solutions will be solved by increased 
knowledge, special hydrofoil designs, and attention to inflow conditions. 

Since changes in propeller performance are of intense practical interest in the applica- 
tion of polymers to pumping machinery and ships, it can be expected that a large amount 
of effort will be concentrated on this facet of polymer solution flows in order to provide a 
more satisfying explanation of the observed experimenful results. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, many new scientific and technological advances have already been accom- 
plished and many more will undoubtedly come forth in the future through the study of the 
flow of high-polymer solutions. The implications of this progress for future Navy applica- 
tions art that many tangible benefits can be expected. In particular, application of drag- 
reducing polymers to fire-fighting at Navy installations and on ships should greatly improve 
effectiveness by increasing water-flow rates and providing more coherent jets of water. 
Military applications of drag reduction for short-duration, high-speed bursts on specialized 
vehicles should be considered. Finally the medical applications can become highly useful to 
people everywhere. 
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Figure 1. Friction reduction in a 12-inch pipe, obtained by injecting various flow rates, Qj, of 
polyethylene oxide) at 400-ppm concentration (Cj),to give final concentrations in the entire 
pipe of C„. 
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Figure 2. Effect of pH on polytctyUc acid (PAA). compwd with polyWW««8 oxW^ (PE0)' 

in a 0.6-cm tube at a Reynoid» number of 11,700. 
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Figure 3. Mr i-dimensioMl Jtieak spicing. X+ « a function of friction velocity, v*, for 
water and two solutions of polyethylene oxide) in channel flow. 
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Figure 7. Effect of repeated ptoe« through a imall pipe-flow apparatus on the drag 
reduction of variout polymers, all at 40-ppin concentration. 
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Figure 8. Gianville's theoretical prediction of maximum drag reduction on 
rotatii« disks in polymer solutions, compared with test data. 
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Fwure 9  Effect of sheafing a 1 % "marteT »lution of polyethylene oxide) on friction 
Sn SSatlonS« düution to 14 ppm. The *ea,ed "marter" solution had a 
viscosity reduction of SO % compared to the uniheared "master  solution. 
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Figure 11. Drag reduction of asbestos fibers in turbulent-flow rheometer. The asbestos 
is suspended in an 0.8 % solution of Aerosol OT surfaiunt. 
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lymbolt refer to various values of upstream turbulence. 
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Fi(uK 16. High-<pe«d photograph of a jet of water (above) and 200-ppni poly(ethylenc 
oxide) (below) cmcrgit* from a 1 /4-in.-diameter nozzle with SO-pai nozzle base pressure. 
Flow is left to righ(.
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Figure 17. Breakup of jets, 6 ft from nozzle exit. Water (above) and 200-ppm polyethylene 
oxide) (below) from a I /4-in.-diameter nozzle with SO-psi nozzle base pressure. Flow is left 
to right. 
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Figure 18. ftewure dbtribution on » N ACA 0012 aWoll it an angle of attack of 8° for 
various concentrations of polyaaylamide, Septran AP-30. 
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Figure 19. Bubble-streak photographs of flow around NACA 0012 airfoil at angle of attack of 14° . 
Flow speed 1.0 m/sec, with various concentrations of polyacrylamide, Separan AP-30.
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Figure 20. Effect of poly(ethylene oxide) on effldency of opemvater propeUer. Polymer 
concentration approximately 4-8 parts per million. 
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